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what’s up everyone! hope you’ve been enjoying marigold so far. today
we’re excited to announce some spring shows – a handful of dates in
the UK in may, & two hands full of dates in june in the US! a five-spot in
the UK, a tenner in the US. one quick nickel, one dynamic dime, &
absolutely no pennies. hi 5! hi 10!

 

both of these runs go through some festivals – this is tomorrow in the
UK, governor’s ball & bonnaroo in the US. & we are very excited to
bring our old pals hovvdy with us for the US dates. US tickets go on
sale this friday at noon local, UK tickets go on sale at 10am local!
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before all those dates, though, we have two other tours coming up! the
first, a western US jaunt, starts this saturday night in tucson. about half
of the dates are sold out, & the other half aren’t far behind. then, after a
few weeks off, we’ll head to europe in march for a few weeks over
there! a couple of those shows are sold out & others are close! you can
grab tickets for everything at our website.
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lastly, we wrote about why we support bernie sanders for president &
posted it to our website earlier this week. if you interested in reading
what we have to say on that, you know where to find it. 
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that’s all for now! if you haven’t heard marigold yet, it’s available
everywhere.

 

hope to see you at a show!
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